
On the number of speci�c spanning subgraphs of thegraphs G � PnF.J. Faasefaase009@wxs.nlJanuary 15, 1994AbstractThis paper investigates the number of spanning subgraphs of the product of an arbitrarygraph G with the path graphs Pn on n vertices that meet certain properties: connectivity,acyclicity, Hamiltonicity, and restrictions on degree. A general method is presented for con-structing a recurrence equation R(n) for the graphs G � Pn, giving the number of spanningsubgraphs that satisfy a given combination of the properties. The primary result is that allconstructed recurrence equations are homogeneous linear recurrence equations with integercoe�cients. A second result is that the property \having a spanning tree with degree restric-ted to 1 and 3" is a comparatively strong property, just like the property \having a Hamiltoncycle", which has been studied extensively in literature.1 IntroductionThe graph G0(V 0; E0) is a spanning subgraph of the graph G(V;E) when V 0 = V and E0 � E.The vertices of G are considered to be labeled. For each graph G there exist 2n possible spanningsubgraphs where n is the number of edges of G.SP (G) is de�ned as the set of all spanning subgraphs of a graph G having the property P andCP (G) is de�ned to be equal to its cardinality: jSP (G)j.The basic properties to be studied are: restrictions on degree (denoted byD, where D is the setof allowed degrees), connectivity (denoted by C), and acyclicity (denoted by AC). Special casesor combinations of these properties are known as: domino tiling (DT : D = f1g), 2-factors (2F :D = f2g), Hamilton cycles (HC: C ^D = f2g), Hamilton paths (HP : C ^ AC ^ D = f1; 2g),and spanning trees (ST : C ^AC). A property P is one the basic properties or any combination ofthese. The number of Hamilton cycles of G is usually de�ned as being equal to CHC(G).Let G(V;E) and G0(V 0; E0) be graphs. The product graph G � G0 is de�ned as the graphhaving the Cartesian product V �V 0 as its vertices, while its edge set contains exactly all the pairsf(i; j); (i; k)g where fj; kg 2 E0 and all the pairs f(i; j); (k; j)g where fi; kg 2 E. Hence G � G0contains two types of edges. These will be call G0-edges and G-edges, respectively.The notation CPG(n) will abbreviate CP (G� Pn), likewise SPG (n) abbreviates SP (G� Pn).In [3] and [4], CHCG (n) is studied where G is one of K2, P3, P4 or K3. Upper and lower boundsof CHC(Pn � Pm) are also presented. In [12] and [6, 7], CHCG is studied where G is P4 and P5respectively. In [1], CHPPn is studied for n < 6. Other related results can be found in [5, 8, 11]. Inall of these cases, homogeneous linear recurrence equations with integer coe�cients for CHCG werefound.In the following section, we describe our method for �nding the recurrence equation of CPG (n).Our method is related to a method which is more generally known as the transfer-matrix method,which is discussed in more detail in [10]. First, we apply this method to restrictions on degree,because it is the least complicated property. Second, we apply the method to the connectivity andacyclicity properties. Third, we show how the recurrence equation can be found for any combination1



2 2. MAIN METHODof the basic properties. Finally, we give a table of recurrence equations we have found by applyingthe method to some combinations of properties and graphs.2 Main methodLet S0 be some graph in SPG (n). The vertex set of S0 consists of all (i; j) where i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, mis the number of vertices in G, and j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. We assume that the vertices of G are labeledwith the numbers 1 to m in some arbitrary way.1The vertices of S0 can be partitions into n groups where the j-th group contains all (i; j) vertices.The G-edges of S0 are between vertices of the same group. The Pn-edges of S0 are between verticesof two successive groups.Which G-edges of G � Pn are in S0 can be described by n spanning subgraphs of G, one foreach group. Let G1; : : : ; Gn be such that fi; kg 2 E(Gj) i� edge f(i; j); (k; j)g is in S0. WhichPn-edges of G� Pn are in S0 can be described by n � 1 vectors of m elements on f1; 0g, one foreach set of edges between two successive groups. Let A1; : : : ; An�1 be such that Aj [i] = 1 i� theedge f(i; j); (i; j + 1)g is in S0 (where A[i] denotes the i-th element of the vector A).The sequence G1A1G2 : : :Gn�1An�1Gn describes the graph S0 from `left' to `right'. Whenlooking at the sequences of all the graphs in SPG (n) for all possible values of n, one might thinkthat there exists a system of states and state transitions by which all the sequences can be generated.Many of the results discovered so far have been found by constructing such systems. We will showthat it is indeed possible to construct a system of states and state transitions for each combinationof a property P and a graph G.We take the vectors onm elements as states and the spanning subgraphs ofG as state transitions.There also will be a single begin state and a single end state. For some properties there will bemore than one state with certain vectors. To make the vectors unique we will use vectors on naturalnumbers instead of on f0; 1g. For this reason, we rede�ne the existence of the Pn-edges based onthe vectors in the following way: f(i; j); (i; j + 1)g is in S0 i� Aj[i] > 0 (instead of Aj[i] = 1).In some systems, more than one state transition between two states may exist, but these statetransitions will always be labeled by di�erent spanning subgraphs.We will use directed multi-graphs for representing the state transition systems. The verticesof the directed multi-graphs will represent the states and we will label them with vectors of melements. The directed edges will represent the state transitions and they will be labeled withspanning subgraphs of G. The vertices of the begin and end states will be denoted by Vb and Ve.We will use (v1; v2; G0) to denote the edge from v1 to v2 that is labeled with the graph G0.The graph represented by the walk v0e1v1 : : : vn�1envn is the graph represented by the sequenceGe1Av1 : : :Avn�1Gen . In the remaining of the paper we only consider walks for which v0 equals Vb.But in many cases vn will not be equal to Ve, as we also have to consider incomplete walks to Ve.For each property P , we will present a method to construct (for each graph G) a directedmulti-graph MPG , such that each walk from Vb to Ve over n edges represents a graph in SPG (n),and such that for each graph S0 in SPG (n) there is exactly one walk from Vb to Ve over n edges thatrepresents S0. We de�ne WPG (n) as the set of all walks from Vb to Ve over n edges in MPG . Fromthis it follows that jWPG (n)j = CPG (n).Furthermore, it is known that the number of directed walks over n edges can be described bya homogeneous linear recurrence equation in n with only integer coe�cients.Assuming that the vertices of MGP have been numbered, let N be the adjacency matrix of MPGsuch that the value of Ni;j equals the number of directed edges from vertex i to vertex j in MPG .Let b be the number of vertex Vb and e be the number of vertex Ve. Then CPG(n) equals (Nn�eb)[e],where �eb is the vector from the standard basis whose elements are all equal to 0 except the b-thelement which is equal to 1. The Cayley-Hamilton Theorem (see, for example, [9]) from the �eld oflinear algebra states thatPj̀=0 pjN j equals the zero matrix when Pj̀=0 pjxj is the characteristicpolynomial of the matrix N , which can be found by calculating the determinant of N � xI. If we1This assumption will be used in the remaining part of the paper without further notice.



3assume that p` = 1, then Nn = �Pj̀=1 p`�jNn�j holds for all n � `. From this equation therecurrence equation CPG (n) = �Pj̀=0 p`�jCPG(n� j) for all n � ` can be derived.3 Restrictions on degreeGiven a graph G(V;E) and a set of allowed degrees D we present the construction of MDG . Thevertex set of MDG consists of 2m (m = jV (G)j) vertices which are uniquely labeled with all thepossible vectors of m-elements on f0; 1g. The special vertices Vb and Ve of MDG are equal to thevertex that is labeled with �0. The edge set of MDG consists of all the edges (v1; v2; G0) where G0 isa spanning subgraph of G, such that dG0(i) +Av1 [i] +Av2 [i] 2 D for all 1 � i � m. dG0(i) denotesthe degree of the vertex labeled with i in G0.Due to the way the restriction is formulated, one can easily see that if an edge (v1; v2; G0) existsin a graph MDG , an edge (v2; v1; G0) will also exist. Thus, in this case it is also possible to use anundirected multi-graph to represent the state transition system correctly.3.1 Correctness of MDGTo prove that the construction of MDG is correct, it is su�cient to prove that for each S0 in SDG (n)there exists exactly one walk inWDG (n), and that each walk inWDG (n) represents a graph in SDG (n).Theorem 1 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the walks in WDG (n) and the graphs inSDG (n).Proof: ()) For each walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�1enVe in MDG , let S0 be the graph represented byG1; : : : ; Gn (the labels with the edges e1; : : : ; en) and A1; : : : ; An�1 (the labels with the edgesv1; : : : ; vn�1). Let (i; j) 2 f1; : : : ;mg � f1; : : : ; ng be the vertices of the graph S0. It is clear thatthe degree of each vertex (i; j) equals dGj (i) + Aj[i] + Aj+1[i], where A0 = An = �0. According tothe de�nition of the edge set ofMDG we know that the degree of all the vertices is an element of D.From this we conclude that S0 is in SDG (n).(() For each graph S0 in SDG (n) there exists a unique set of G1; : : : ; Gn and A1; : : : ; An�1which represent the graph, where Ai are vectors over f0; 1g. There exists vertices v1; : : : ; vn�1 inMDG labeled with A1; : : : ; An�1. For each Ai there exists exactly one vertex vi labeled with Ai byde�nition.Let A0 = An = �0. It is clear that for each 1 � j � n, dGj (i) + Aj[i] + Aj+1[i] is element of Dfor all 1 � i � m, which implies there must exist an edge (vj ; vj+1; Gj) in MDG where v0 = Vb andvn = Ve.By de�nition there exists only one edge between vj and vj+1 that is labeled with Gj. From thiswe conclude there is exactly one walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�1enVe in MDG for each graph S0 in SDG (n). 2Corollary 1 CDG (n) is equal to the number of walks in WDG (n) for all n.4 Acycliness and connectednessThe properties acyclicity and connectedness are related in the sense that they both depend on the(non-)existence of certain paths in a graph. A graph G is connected i� there exists a path betweenany two vertices. A graph G is acyclic i� there does not exist a path (of length greater than 0)from a vertex to itself.In MCG and MACG we should only allow walks from Vb to Ve for which some global propertiesabout vertices being connected hold in the graphs represented by these walks. However, we canonly express these as local conditions, e.g., by putting restrictions on the edges between the verticesof MCG and MACG .Consider, for example, the walk Vbv1 : : : vn�1Ve in MACG that represents a certain graph S0 inSACG . Let v0 = Vb and vn = Ve. The existence of the edge (vi�1; vi; Gi) for some 1 < i � n



4 4. ACYCLINESS AND CONNECTEDNESSshould somehow depend on what vertices are connected in the graph S00 represented by the walkVb : : : vi�1. As a consequence, vi�1 must be labeled with some kind of connection coding whichtells which of the vertices (`; i� 1) and (k; i� 1) are connected in S00 and which are not. We coulduse a vector on natural numbers with m elements (where m is the number of vertices in G), suchthat Avi�1 [`] = Avi�1 [k] i� the vertices (`; i � 1) and (k; i � 1) are connected in S00. Remember,however, that Avi�1 also tells which of the edges f(`; i � 1); (`; i)g appear in S0. Because someAvi�1 [`] might be equal to 0, only those Avi�1 [`] unequal to 0 say something about which of thevertices in S00 are connected. For this reason, we will call these vectors partial connection codings.We would like to make the partial connection codings unique. This we can do by restricting thenatural numbers that can be used, as is done by the following de�nition.De�nition 1 (partial connection coding) Given a graph G(V;E) and an ordered subset (v1; : : : ; vm)of the vertices V , we will call the vector (a1; : : : ; am) on natural numbers a partial connection codingof (v1; : : :vm) if:� for all ai > 0 and aj > 0 it is true that ai = aj i� vi and vj are connected in G.� (to make the coding unique) a1 2 f0; 1g and for all i > 1, ai � max(fa1; : : : ; ai�1g) + 1.For each vector A on m-elements of natural numbers, we de�ne N (A) as a vector of m-elementsof f0; 1g such that for all 1 � i � m, N (A)[i] is equal to 0 if A[i] = 0 and equal to 1 otherwise.Note that if A1 and A2 are partial connection codings for a subset (v1; : : : vm) of the vertices of agraph, then N (A1) = N (A2) implies A1 = A2.Returning to our example, if Avi�1 and Gi are known, then we should also be able to determinethat vertices (`; i) and (k; i) are connected in the graph represented by the walk Vb : : : vi. This canbe found by adding edges to the graph Gi for each two vertices that are connected according topartial connection coding Avi�1 . We will use the notation Gi[Avi�1 ] for this way of adding edges;it is de�ned more precisely by the following de�nition:De�nition 2 For a graph G where the vertices are labeled with the numbers 1 to m, let A be somevector with m-elements of natural numbers. G[A] is de�ned as the graph on the vertices of G,where the set of edges is the union of the edges of G and all edges fi; jg for which A[i] = A[j] 6= 0.The following lemma states that if (as in our example) vi is labeled with a correct partial connectioncoding for the graph Gi[Avi�1 ], then this partial connection coding is also correct for the vertices((1; i); : : : (m; i)) of the graph represented by the walk Vb : : : vi.Lemma 1 Suppose that the spanning subgraph S0 of G � Pn is represented by G1; : : : ; Gn andA1; : : : ; An�1. Further suppose that An�1 is a correct partial connection coding for the vertices((1; n� 1); : : : ; (m;n � 1)) of the graph represented by G1; : : : ; Gn�1 and A1; : : : ; An�2, where mis the number of vertices of G. The vertices (p; n) and (q; n) are connected in S0 i� the vertices pand q are connected in Gn[An�1].Proof: ()) If (p; n) and (q; n) are connected in S0, there must exist a walk from (p; n) to (q; n);let (a1; b1); : : : (ak; bk) be this walk where (a1; b1) = (p; n) and (ak; bk) = (q; n). For all 1 � i < kwhere bi = bi+1 = n, there exists an edge fai; ai+1g in Gn and of course also in Gn[An�1].For all 1 < i < j < k where bi�1 = bj+1 = n, and b` < n for all i � ` � j, it is the casethat ai�1 = ai, aj = aj+1 and bi = bj = n � 1. Because the vertices (ai; bi) and (aj ; bj) areconnected in the graph represented by G1; : : : ; Gn�1 and A1; : : : ; An�2, we can conclude thatAn�1[ai�1] = An�1[aj+1] 6= 0 and that fai�1; aj+1g is an edge in Gn[An�1]. Thus there exists awalk in Gn[An�1] over the vertices ai for which bi = n, where a1 = p and ak = q. Hence p and qare connected in Gn[An�1].(() If the vertices p and q are connected in Gn[An�1], there must exist a walk on the verticesa1; : : : ; ak where a1 = p and ak = q. By de�nition of Gn[An�1], each edge fai; ai+1g for 1 � i < kis an edge of Gn, or otherwise An�1[ai] = An�1[ai+1] 6= 0. If fai; ai+1g is an edge of Gn, thenf(ai; n); (ai+1; n)g is an edge of S0. If An�1[ai] = An�1[ai+1] 6= 0, then S0 contains the edges



4.1 Connectedness 5f(ai; n); (ai; n� 1)g and f(ai+1; n� 1); (ai+1; n)g, and there exists a walk from the edge (ai; n� 1)to the edge (ai+1; n � 1) in the graph represented by G1; : : : ; Gn�1 and A1; : : : ; An�2. From thiswe can conclude that there exists a walk through the vertices (a1; n); : : : ; (ak; n) in S0, and that(p; n) and (q; n) are connected in S0. 2MCG and MACG will be constructed in such a way that for each directed walk with arbitrary lengthn from Vb to a vertex v, the label A with v will be a correct partial connection coding for thevertices ((1; n); : : : ; (m;n)) of the spanning subgraph of G�Pn which is represented by this walk.The following theorem states that this is true if for all edges (v1; v2; G0) inMPG , Av2 is a correctpartial connection coding of G0[Av1].Theorem 2 Suppose that the vertices of MPG are labeled with possible partial connection codings(a1; : : : ; am), where m is equal to the number of vertices in G. Further suppose that for all theedges (v1; v2; G0) of MPG , v2 is labeled with a correct connection coding for the vertices (1; : : : ;m)of the graph G0[Av2 ], and vertex Vb is labeled with �0. Then for each walk of arbitrary length nfrom Vb to v in this MPG , v will be labeled with a correct partial connection coding for the vertices((1; n); : : : ; (m;n)) of the graph represented by this walk.Proof: We prove this by induction on the length of the walk.(Initial step:) For each walk Vbe1v1, the graph G0[AVb ] is equal to the graph G0, with which theedge e1 is labeled. From this we conclude that the vertices (p; 1) and (q; 1) are connected in thegraph represented by the walk Vbe1v1 i� the vertices p and q are connected in G0. If v1 is labeledwith a correct partial connection coding for the vertices (1; : : : ; n) of G0[AVb] then it is labeled witha correct partial connection coding for the vertices ((1; n); : : : ; (m;n)) of the graph represented bythe walk Vbe1v1.(Induction step:) For each walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�1envn (with n > 1), suppose that vn�1 is labeledwith the correct partial connection coding Avn�1 of the vertices ((1; n� 1); : : : ; (m;n � 1)) of thegraph represented by the walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�2en�1vn�1 in MPG . From Lemma 1 we know that thevertices (p; n) and (q; n) are connected i� p and q are connected in Gen [Avn�1 ]. If vn is labeled witha correct partial connection coding for the vertices (1; : : : ; n) of Gen [Avn�1 ], then it is labeled witha correct partial connection coding for the vertices ((1; n); : : : ; (m;n)) of the graph represented bythe walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�1envn in MPG . 24.1 ConnectednessIn this section we present the construction of MCG and we prove its correctness. The vertex setof MCG consists of the vertices which are uniquely labeled with all the possible partial connectioncodings of m-elements joined with a unique vertex Ve (m = jV (G)j). The number of verticesexceeds the number of possible partial connection codings by one. The special vertices Vb and VeofMCG are two separate vertices, both labeled with �0. The edge set ofMCG consists of all the edges(v1; v2; G0), such that:� Av2 is a correct partial connection coding of the vertices (1; : : : ;m) of the graph G0[Av1].� v2 6= Vb.� either v2 = Ve and G0[Av1] is connected, or v2 6= Ve and each vertex i in G0[Av1] is connected(or equal) to a vertex j for which Av2 [j] 6= 0.The following theorem states the correctness of MCG constructed according the above method.Theorem 3 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the walks in WCG (n) and the graphs inSCG (n).Proof: ()) For each walk Vbe1v1 : : : vn�1enVe in MCG , let S0 be the graph represented by thiswalk. Suppose that S0 is not connected. Then S0 must have at least two components. Let (i; k)



6 4. ACYCLINESS AND CONNECTEDNESSbe a vertex with maximal k that is not connected with the vertex (1; n). Such a vertex (i; k) mustexist. There are two cases: k = n or k < n. In the case k = n, the vertices 1 and i of Gen [Avn�1 ] arenot connected according to Lemma 1. This means that by de�nition the edge (vn�1; Ve; Gen) doesnot exist in MCG , which is a contradiction. In the case k < n, we know that because k is maximalthere does not exist an edge f(j; k); (j; k+1)g in S0, such that (j; k) and (i; k) are connected in thegraph represented by the walk Vbe1v1 : : : vk�1ekvk. This means there does not exist a j, such thatthe vertices i and j are connected in Gek[Avk�1 ], and Avk [j] 6= 0, by application of Lemma 1. Thismeans that, by de�nition, the edge (vk�1; vk; Gek) does not exist in MCG , which is a contradiction.(() For each graph S0 in SCG (n), let G1; : : : ; Gn and A1; : : : ; An�1 represent this graph, suchthat for all 1 � i < n, Ai is a correct partial connection coding for the vertices (1; i); : : : ; (m; i) ofthe graph represented by G1; : : : ; Gi and A1; : : : ; Ai�1. This completely determines A1; : : : ; An�1.Let v1; : : : ; vn�1 be the vertices that are labeled with A1; : : : ; An�1. By de�nition there is only onevi labeled with Ai for 1 � i < n. Let v0 = Vb and A0 = �0.We have to prove that the edges (vi�1; vi; Gi) exist for 1 � i < n, and that the edge (vn�1; Ve; Gn)exists. Of course Ai is a correct partial connection coding of Gi[Ai�1] for 1 � i < n, and �0 a cor-rect partial connection coding of Gn[An�1]. If an edge (vi�1; vi; Gi) for i < n does not exist, thismeans that there exists a vertex p for which there does not exist a vertex q, such that p and qare connected in Gi[Ai�1], and such that Ai[q] 6= 0. By applying Lemma 1, this means that (p; i)is not connected with any (q; i + 1). Hence S0 is not connected. Which is a contradiction. Byapplication of Lemma 1, we know that Gn[An�1] must be connected. Thus the edge (vn�1; Ve; Gi)does exist. Because v1; : : : ; vn�1 are uniquely de�ned, and because there does not exist more thanone edge between two vertices labeled with a certain graph, there can only be one walk Vb and Verepresenting the graph S0. 2Corollary 2 CCG (n) is equal to the number of walks in WCG (n) for each n.4.2 AcyclinessIn the section we will describe the construction of MACG and prove it correctness. The vertex setofMACG consists of the vertices which are uniquely labeled with all the possible partial connectioncodings of m-elements (m = jV (G)j). The number of vertices is equal to the number of possiblepartial connection codings. The edge set of MACG consists of all the edges (v1; v2; G0), such that:� Av2 is a correct partial connection coding of the vertices (1; : : : ;m) of the graph G0[Av1].� G0 is acyclic.� there does not exist a sequence a1b1 : : :akbk of distinct numbers taken from 1; : : : ;m, suchthat for all 1 � ` � k, the vertices labeled with a` and b` are connected in G0, and such thatAv1 [bk] = Av1 [a1] 6= 0, and Av1 [b`] = Av1 [a`+1] 6= 0 for all 1 � ` < k,The special vertices Vb and Ve of MACG are equal to the vertex labeled with �0.The following theorem states the correctness of this construction.Theorem 4 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the walks in WACG (n) and the graphsin SACG (n).Proof: ()) Let S0 be the graph represented by the walk Vee1v1 : : : vn�1enVb inMACG , and supposethat S0 contains a cycle. Let j be maximal such that (i; j) is a vertex of this cycle. Let Vj be theset of vertices f(1; j); : : : ; (m; j)g. Either all the vertices of the cycle are in Vj or not. In the �rstcase this implies that Gej contains a cycle, which is a contradiction with the de�nition of the edgeset of MACG .In the other case the cycle must contain alternating parts in and out of Vj . Let a1b1 : : :akbk bethe boundaries of these parts, such that only the vertices (a`; j), (b`; j) and those in between arein Vj for all 1 � ` � k. This means that all the vertices a` and b` are connected in Gvj . It alsomeans that the edges f(a`; j � 1); (a`; j)g and f(b`; j � 1); (b`; j)g exist in S0, and that there exists



7walks between each pair of vertices (b`; j�1) and (a`+1; j�1), and between the pair (bk; j�1) and(a1; j�1) in the graph represented by the walk Vbe1v1 : : : ej�1vj�1 inMACG . From this follows thatAvj�1 [b`] = Avj�1 [a`+1] 6= 0 for all 1 � ` < k, and Avj�1 [bk] = Avj�1 [a1] 6= 0. From the de�nitionof MACG we know that the edge (vj�1; vj; Gej) does not exist in MACG . Thus S0 must be acyclic.(() For each graph S0 in SACG (n), let G1; : : : ; Gn and A1; : : : ; An�1 represent this graph suchthat for all 1 � i < n, Ai is a correct partial connection coding for the vertices ((1; i); : : : ; (m; i)) ofthe graph represented by G1; : : : ; Gi and A1; : : : ; Ai�1. This completely determines A1; : : : ; An�1.Let v1; : : : ; vn�1 be the vertices that are labeled with A1; : : : ; An�1. By de�nition there is onlyone vi labeled with Ai for 1 � i < n. Let v0 = Vb, vn = Ve and A0 = An = �0. We have to provethat the edges (vi�1; vi; Gi) exist for 1 � i � n. Of course Ai is a partial connection coding ofGi[Ai�1] for 1 � i � n.Suppose that the edge (vi�1; vi; Gi) does not exist, then this means that Gi must contain acycle, or there exists a sequence a1b1 : : : akbk of distinct numbers taken from f1; : : : ;mg, suchthat for all 1 � ` � k, the vertices labeled with a` and b` are connected in G0, and such thatAi�1[bk] = Ai�1[a1] 6= 0, and Ai�1[b`] = Ai�1[a`+1] 6= 0 for all 0 � ` < k. If Gi contains a cycle,then S0 must also contain a cycle, which is a contradiction. If a sequence a1b1 : : :akbk with the aboveproperties exists, then there must exist a cycle through the vertices (a1; i); : : : ; (b1; i); (b1; i�1); : : :: : : ; (ak; i� 1); (ak; i); : : : ; (bk; i); (bk; i� 1); : : : ; (a1; i� 1); (a1; i) in S0. Which is a contradiction.Thus the edges (vi�1; vi; Gi) for all 1 � i � n must exist.Because v1; : : : ; vn�1 are uniquely de�ned, and because there does not exist more than oneedge between two vertices labeled with a certain graph, there can only be one walk from Vb to Verepresenting the graph S0. 2Corollary 3 CACG (n) is equal to the number of walks in WACG (n) for each n.5 Joining two (or more) propertiesFor each graph G and properties P and P 0, the directed multi-graph MP^P 0G can be constructedfromMPG and MP 0G . The vertices ofMP^P 0G are the subset of the Cartesian product of the verticesof MPG and MP 0G , where only the pairs (v; v0) are taken for which N (Av) = N (Av0). Note thatN (Av) = N (Av0) does not imply Av = Av0 in all cases.The labeling of the vertices of MP^P 0G should be such that N (A(v;v0)) = N (Av) = N (Av0).The edge set of MP^P 0G consists of all the edges ((v1; v01); (v2; v02); G0) for which (v1; v2; G0) and(v01; v02; G0) are edges in resp. MPG and MP 0G .The special vertices Vb and Ve of MP^P 0G are the vertices (v1; v01) and (v2; v02) resp., where v1 isVb of MPG , v01 is Vb of MP 0G , v2 is Ve of MPG and v02 is Vb of MP 0G .Theorem 5 If MPG and MP 0G are correct for SPG(n) and SP 0G (n), then the MP^P 0G as constructedaccording the above described method is correct for SP^P 0G (n).Proof: To prove that MP^P 0G is correct with respect to SP^P 0G , we have to prove that each walkin MP^P 0G represents a graph in SP^P 0G , and that for each graph S0 in SP^P 0G there is exactly onewalk in MP^P 0G .()) For each walk (v0; v00) : : : (vn; v0n) in MP^P 0G , such that (v0; v00) and (vn; v0n) are resp. Vband Ve of MP^P 0G , we know that N (Avi) = N (Av0i) = N (A(vi;v0i)), and that the existence of((vi�1; v0i�1); (vi; v0i); Gi) implies the existence of (vi�1; vi; Gi) and (v0i�1; v0i; Gi) in resp. MPG andMP 0G for all possible i. Also v0 is Vb of MPG , v00 is Vb of MP 0G , vn is Ve of MPG and v0n is Ve ofMP 0G . From this we conclude that in MPG andMP 0G there exists resp. the walks v0v1 : : : vn�1vn andv00v01 : : : v0n�1v0n which represent the same graph as the walk (v0; v00) : : : (vn; v0n), where v1 is Vb ofMPG , v01 is Vb of MP 0G , v2 is Ve of MPG and v02 is Vb of MP 0G . Because MPG and MP 0G are correct, itmeans that this graph is both in SPG(n) and SP 0G (n), hence also in SP^P 0G (n).



8 7. RESULTS(() For all S0 in SP^P 0G (n), S0 is in SPG (n) and in SP 0G (n). Because MPG and MP 0G are correct,there exist exactly one walk v0v1 : : : vn�1vn in MPG , and exactly one walk v00v01 : : : v0n�1v0n in MP 0Gwhich represent the graph S0, such that v0 and vn are resp. Vb and Ve of MPG and that v00 and v0nare resp. Vb and Ve of MP 0G . It is clear that N (Avi) = N (Av0i) and that the edges between thevertices vi�1 and vi, and between v0i�1 and v0i are labeled with the same spanning subgraph of G forall possible i. From this we conclude that (v0; v00) : : : (vn; v0n) is a walk in WP^P 0G which representsS0. Suppose there exist two di�erent walks from Vb to Ve in WP^P 0G (n) that represent the samegraph S0. Let these walks be Vb(v1; v01) : : : (vn�1; v0n�1)Ve and Vb(w1; w01) : : : (wn�1; w0n�1)Ve. Leti be minimal such that (vi�1; v0i�1) is not equal to (wi�1; w0i�1): Such i must exist, otherwise thewalks are not di�erent. This means that at least vi 6= wi or v0i 6= w0i. In the case vi 6= wi it meansthat there exists two walks in MPG that represent the graph S0, which is a contradiction. In thecase v0i 6= w0i it means that there exists two walks inMP 0G that represent the graph S0, which is alsoa contradiction. Of course there only exists at most one edge between each two vertices inMP^P 0Glabeled with the same spanning subgraph of G. 2At �rst sight it may look like an MC^ACG constructed according the above method will containmore edges than MACG or MCG . But this is not true. MC^ACG will generally contain more verticesthan MACG and MCG , but many of these vertices, especial all those (v; v0) for which Av 6= Av0 ,will not have any edges connected to them. An alternative way to construct a correct MC^ACG isby taking a correct MCG , and remove all edges (v1; v2; G0) for which there does not exist an edge(v01; v02; G0) in MACG such that Av1 = Av01 and Av2 = Av02 .When P is one of C, AC or C ^ AC, an alternative and correct MP^DG for some D can beconstructed by takingMPG and remove all edges (v1; v2; G0) for which there does not exist an edge(v01; v02; G0) in MDG such that N (Av1) = Av01 and N (Av2) = Av02 . Proof of the correctness of theseconstruction methods is left to the reader.6 On reducing MPGIt is obvious that someMPG get very large. Froma theoretical view point this is of course no problemat all. But the calculation of the characteristic polynomial of a matrix becomes increasingly morecomplex if the size of the matrix becomes larger.A certain MPG can be reduced in size in a number of ways. The simplest way is to remove allvertices (and adjacent edges) for which there does not exist a directed walk from Vb to the vertexor a walk from the vertex to Ve. These vertices will never be included in any walk from Vb to Vein MPG .If the graph G has a non-trivial automorphism, then it is possible to reduce MPG even further.Each automorphism can be represented by a permutation of the numbers 1 to m, where m is thenumber of vertices of G.Now it is possible to join all the vertices in MPG that have the same labeling according to thesepermutations, and select one labeling for the joined vertices. The edges, which were labeled withspanning subgraphs of G, should now also be labeled with one of the permutations to indicatewhich mapping has been performed. Note that it is now possible that there is more than one edgebetween two vertices labeled with the same spanning subgraph of G, but they will always havedi�erent permutations.If an MPG has been reduced according to these methods, the characteristic polynomial canpossibly have less terms, which implies that also the recurrence equation will have less terms.7 ResultsIn this section we will present all the results that were found by applying the above mentionedmethods, by means of a computer program, to a number of problems.



7.1 The program 97.1 The programThe computer program used to �nd the results is written in C, and is available through the author.The program roughly consists of two parts. The �rst part constructs the directed multi-graphfor a speci�c problem (a combination of a graph G and a property P ). The second part of theprogram determines the recurrence equation based on the adjacency matrix of the directed multi-graph. Actually, the edges of the directed multi-graph are not stored, but instead the adjacencymatrix is �lled in the �rst part.The algorithm to construct the directed multi-graph is an incremental algorithm, that startswith a set of vertices only containing Vb and an empty set of edges. In each step of this algorithm,another vertex from the set of vertices is processed. For this vertex, the set of outgoing edgesis determined. The edges that are found are added to the set of edges, and any new vertices, towhich the edges lead, are added to the set of vertices. When all vertices have been processed, thedirected multi-graph is constructed, except for the vertices (and adjacent edges) that cannot bereached from Vb.To �nd the outgoing edges with a certain vertex v, we try all spanning subgraphs G0 of G thatare possible with Av depending on the property P . For all valid combinations of Av and G wetry to �nd all valid A0 such that edge (v; v0; G0), where v0 is labeled with A0, is correct accordingthe property P . When property P is a combination of the basic properties D, C and AC, onlythe edges for which all required basic properties hold are added, following the suggestion madeat the end of Section 5. Both the process of trying all G0 and trying all A0, are implemented bya back-tracking algorithm over, respectively, the edges in G, and the elements of the vector A0.For the basic properties C and AC, we �rst determine which element of the vector A0 will be zeroand which non-zero. Only after this has been determined for all elements, we calculate the partialconnection coding.We also applied the optimization of joining vertices in case G has a non-trivial automorphism,as described in Section 6.The second part of the program|which is the most time consuming for the more complexproblems|tries to �nd the recurrence equation. Several alternative algorithms have been employed.The most straight forward approach for determining the recurrence equation is by calculates thecharacteristic polynomial of the adjacency matrix, which consists of calculating the determinant ofN �xI. Although these matrices are rather sparse, this soon turns out to take too much time, dueto the complexity of this algorithm, which is roughly of exponential order to the size of the matrix.The two other approaches both try to �nd possible recurrence equations. If the recurrenceequation is of order k and the matrix is of size `, we can check whether the recurrence equationholds for C(k + 1) to C(`). If this is the case, we can assume that the recurrence equation foundis indeed correct. It is possible that the recurrence equations found in this way are di�erent fromthe those found by calculating the characteristic polynomial. In all these cases we need to multiplythe characteristic equation of the recurrence relation by another polynomial in order to get thecharacteristic polynomial of the multi-graph under investigation.The second approach consists of �nding the recurrence equations by solving the equationPkj=0 pjN j = 0, for k ranging from 2 to `. Note that because N is a ` by ` matrix this equationconsists of `2 linear equation with p1 to pk as free variables. This set of equations can be reducedwith a row sweeping technique to a set of independed equations. We set pk equal to 1, and calculatethe values for pj for 0 < j < k. Those pj that do not appear in the equations are set to 0. Therecurrence equations found by this approach are checked for C(k + 1) to C(`).A third approach is to �nd the recurrence equation from the values of C(n). For this we try tosolve the equationsPkj=0 pjC(i+ j) = 0 for 0 � j < k, where k is ranging from 2 to `. From hereon this approach is the same as the second.The complexity of the last two approaches is far more acceptable, although the computationsrequire operations on integers of arbitrary size. For more complex problems the integers soonbecome very large. For instance, the integers used in the computation of CHCP8 have more than40000 digits.Only the �rst and the last approach have been implemented completely. A limited form of the



10 9. ACKNOWLEDGMENTsecond approach has been implemented as well. All solutions presented in the sections below arefound with the third approach, and most of them are also found with the �rst approach. In casethe solutions di�er, between the �rst and the last approach, or when only the third approach leadto a solution, we have indicated this.7.2 The problemsThe path graphs on n vertices will be denoted with Pn, as we have de�ned previously. The cyclegraphs on n vertices will be denoted by Cn. Kn will denote the complete graphs on n points.In the presentation of our results we will use C(n) as an abbreviation of CPG(n) whenever Pand G are determined by the context. F �G is de�ned as follows: take a copy of F and one of G,and draw a line from each vertex of F to each vertex of G.We de�ne the property ST1;3 (the spanning subgraphs with degree 1 or 3) as C^AC^D = f1; 3g.In each of the following subsections we will present the results with a certain graph for the propertiesDT , 2F , HC, HP , ST , and ST1;3 as far as they were found. In all cases where solutions werealready given in the literature, we found the same solutions. The solution for CHCP6 and the numbersfor CHCP7 agree with results known to Y.H.H. Kwong. It is known that CHC(G) < C2F (G),CHP (G) � jV (G)j �CHC(G), CST (G) � CHC(G) and CST1;3(G) � CST (G).The solutions can be found here: http://home.wxs.nl/~faase009/Cresults.html7.3 Spanning trees with degree 1 and 3The property that a graph does have a Hamilton cycle is studied extensively in literature, becauseit is a very strong property. This is also reected by the fact that the values for CHCG (n) are usuallylow compared to that of other properties. However it turns out that the values for CST1;3G (n) are alsocomparatively low. When comparing CHCG (n) and CST1;3G (n) for the graphs in the above sections,it appears that CST1;3G (n) < CHCG (n) for graphs G with few edges and CHCG (n) < CST1;3G (n) forgraphs G with many edges.At least some conditions have been found for which a graph G cannot have a spanning treewith only degrees 1 and 3. When G is bipartite, let x and y be the number of vertices in the twovertex classes, then G can only have a spanning subtree with degrees 1 and 3, if x and y are odd,and when x > (y � 1)=2 and y > (x� 1)=2. This explains almost all of the (non-trivial) cases forwhich CST1;3G (n) = 0 as mentioned in the above results.8 Further researchResearch could be done for how an MPG can be constructed for other properties. It seems tobe possible to give a construction method for MPG where P is one of the following properties:restrictions on the number of components, restrictions on the number of vertices in a component,restrictions on the number of edges in a component, and restrictions on the degree per separatevertex of G. It seems also be possible to construct MPG for counting the number of di�erent vertexor edge colourings for both G� Pn, as for all spanning subgraphs of G� Pn.Another research question is: for which of the above properties an MPG can be constructed forG�Cn, where Cn is the cycle graph on n points. It seems that only the properties connected andacyclic are excluded.Of course research could be done for necessary and su�cient conditions for a graph to have aST1;3 spanning subgraph.9 AcknowledgmentI would like to thank Frits G�obel for encouraging me to write this paper, and also for showing methe condition (mentioned in Section 7.3) for which a bipartite graph cannot have a spanning tree
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